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ANTONIO
TEJU LIZARD

DETAILS

Stylish and unique, our Antonio monk strap is comfortably 
classy. This versatile design is perfect for a sharp-casual 
look, whether it is worn in a business meeting or a night out.

FEATURES

• Smooth Vibram rubber outsole

• Lined with soft Italian calfskin

• Amercian fit to standard D width

$595  MSRP

COLOR OPTIONS

BROWN

BROWN

BROWN

STYLE# 13-581 1
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Nestled in the villages of Tuscany, four generations of 

artisans have been creating exquisite Italian footwear. It’s 

a time-honored family tradition passed down from master 

shoemakers to their children and grandchildren. With 

passion, an ardent eye for style, and sublime attention to 

detail, they ensure Zelli shoes are a treasured addition to 

well-heeled wardrobes everywhere. Pattern makers hand-

select luxurious leathers and exotic skins so each pair of 

shoes showcases the material’s inherent beauty. Basket-

weave loafers are handwoven as they have been for 

centuries. Every shoe is a stunning nod to the artistry and 

craftmanship that is quintessentially Zelli.

CLASSIC  

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

FOR the MODERN  

GENTLEMAN
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The quintessential go-to shoe beloved by well-heeled 

modern men everywhere was inspired by a notorious 

fashion icon of his time—King George IV. It seems 

their slip-on ease was perfect for relaxing weekends 

at his bucolic country estate. Today, we’ve 

 reinterpreted this style staple with 

sophisticated designs, artisan 

craftsmanship and luxurious 

Italian and exotic leathers 

even King George 

would covet. 

at his bucolic country estate. Today, we’ve
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ROMANO
Smooth Vibram Sole 
Pebble Grain in Burgandy, #17-591
Princess Carli Calfskin in Black, #15-592

ROMA
Leather Sole 
Princess Carli Calfskin #15-200 
in Black, Rust, and Burgandy

Coveted Caiman
An intricate pattern of scales and ridges 
set the lustrous skin of Caiman crocodiles 
apart from American alligator and Nile 
crocodile. Along with its luxurious texture, 
its hardy structure makes it well-suited 
for sophisticated footwear.

     MEO
Leather Sole 

Teju Lizard in Brown, #14-589
Pebble Grain in Burgandy, #17-595

ROMA
Leather Sole
Ostrich Quill #13-500 
in Brown and Black

Caiman Crocodile #11-201 
in Cognac, Nicotine and Black
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The Italians exude it so well—sprezzatura. Fashion 

that is rooted in flawless craftsmanship and exquisite 

attention to detail, yet somehow manages to look 

effortless, not overwrought. Case in point: dapper 

low-vamp loafers that showcase the shivering 

break of perfectly tailored trousers 

and eye-catching socks—all 

while encasing the foot in 

thoroughly modern style.

NUOVO MODERNE
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ORLANDO
Half Leather/Half Rubber Sole
Caiman Crocodile in Nicotine, #11-593
Teju Lizard in Dark Brown, #14-594
Ostrich Suede in Brown, #13-595 

Sueded Calfskin in Dark Brown, #16-596

Luxury in Every Detail
Hand-burnished finishes, Italian hardware and 
exquisite stitching deliver eye-catching details 
that are right in step with our premium Carli 
calfskin and exotic leathers. Fully-cushioned 
insoles and two-tone leather outsoles provide 
the ultimate in comfort. 

FRANCO
Leather Sole

Caiman Crocodile in Black, #11-582
Teju Lizard in Cognac, #14-580
Ostrich Quill in Brown, #13-581

Suede Calfskin in Tobacco, #16-583
Princess Carli Calfskin in Caramel, #15-584

NICOLA
Leather Sole

Calfskin Basketweave #15-585 in 
Cognac and Black
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ANGELO
Leather Sole 
Ostrich Quill #13-111 in 
Black and Brown

Exotic for Every Day
Refined silhouettes exquisitely hand-crafted in 
exotic skins is our hallmark. From the signature 
pores of premium ostrich to the square scales 
of the Teju lizard, pattern and texture elevate 
every Zelli shoe into a work of art.

TUSCANY
Leather Sole 

Crocodile #11-119 Cognac, Nicotine, 
and Black

Ostrich Quill #13-111 in

ROSSI
Leather Sole 
LeTeju Lizard #14-202 in 
Black, and Cognac
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RIVIERA
Leather Sole 
Calfskin Basketweave #15-250 in Black and Brown 

SAVANNAH
Leather Sole
Princess Carli Calfskin #15-203 in Chili, and Black 
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Evolution is fascinating. Take the sleek and 

sophisticated lace-ups that are de rigueur of so 

many discerning men. In their first incarnation, 

they were humble shoes worn by peat farmers on 

the moors of Britain. Today, ours are an entirely 

new species that boast sublime silhouettes, 

luxe Italian and exotic leathers, and artisan 

details you won’t find on the bogs.  

LACE-UPS
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ANDREA
Smooth Vibram Sole 
Crocodile #21-532 in Cognac and Black 
Ostrich #23-538 in Brandy, Brown 
and Black 

ENZO
Leather Sole 

Hand Burnished Carli Calfskin #25-533 
Shown in Black Cherry and Black

The Sole of 
Perfection
Exquisite attention to detail is 
inherent in every pair of Zelli shoes. 
Crafted to exacting standards, 
Blake construction provides out-of-
the-box flexibility, sublime comfort 
and the ability to re-sole them for 
many years of beautiful wear.  
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STEFANO
Leather So le 

Teju Lizard #24-524 in Black

Smooth Vibram So le
Hand Burnished Carli Calfskin #25-531 

in Cognac and Black

GIOVANNI
Leather Sole 
Teju Lizard #24-526 in 
Brown and Black
 
Princess Carli Calfskin #25-530 
in Burgundy and Black
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Even men of the cloth have a pragmatic side. 

So when their peasant sandals were deemed 

impractical, the monks donned closed-toe shoes 

embellished with a single strap and buckle as 

pious nod to their original footwear. Our monk 

straps, of course, are a refined merger of 

form and function with elegant good 

looks that are simply divine. 

MONK STRAPS
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ANTONIO
Smooth Vibram Sole 
Princess Carli Calfskin with Toe Medallion #55-506 
in Cognac and Black

ANTONIO
Smooth Vibram Sole
Teju Lizard with Toe Medallion #54-505 
in Black
Ostrich #53-504 in Brown and Black

ROMAN
Leather So le 
Peccary in Black, #59-503
Carli Calfskin in Nicotine, #55-502

The Sexy Polish 
of Peccary
The neat and natty allure of peccary 
makes it a handsome choice for 
gentlemen’s footwear. Combine its 
refined good looks with peccary’s 
remarkable durability, elasticity and 
suppleness, and it’s easy to understand 
why this exotic skin is so prized.
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CHUKKA BOOTS
After thundering down a grassy pitch straddling a 

magnificent polo pony, players ditch their jodhpur 

boots for something a bit more comfortable—chukka 

boots (their name inspired by a seven-minute 

period of polo play). Our stable of Italian- 

crafted chukka boots are designed for a 

much larger playing field—your life. 
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MARCO
Gumlite Vibram® Sole 
Ostrich Suede in Brown Suede, #43-591
Ostrich Quill in Brown, #43-594
Suede in Olive, #46-592

MARCO
Deerskin in Dark Brown, #48-590
Deerskin in Black, #48-590

Evviva per Vibram!
When inventor Vitale Bramai’s friends perished 
in a tragic climbing accident in the Italian 
Alps, he decided to invent safer climbing 
soles. Now more than 80 years later, his 
innovative rubber lugs have been adapted 
into posh Vibram soles that add superior 
comfort and slip protection to our men's shoes.

soles. Now more than 80 years later, his 
innovative rubber lugs have been adapted 
into posh Vibram soles that add superior 
comfort and slip protection to our men's shoes.

DANTE
Gumlite Vibram® Sole
Carli Calfskin in Camel, #45-593
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DRIVERS
Winding through the countryside in a seductive Italian 

roadster was the prescription for weekend fun in1963. 

But as gentlemen soon discovered, commanding such 

a racy beauty was not easy in dress shoes. Hence, a 

chic and comfortable shoe perfect for clutching a 

red Ferrari or silver Maserati was born. More than 

50 years later, our stylish drivers are perfect 

for navigating winding country roads 

or the streets of Manhattan.  
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MONZA
Full Rubber Sole
Caiman #31-103 in Cognac, 
Black, and Nicotine

MONZA
Full Rubber Sole 
Ostrich #33-100 in Brown, 
Black and Brandy

The Art of Mutual 
Attraction
Our drivers are more than handsome. 
Handcrafted in Italy, every pair features 
removable anatomic insoles for ultimate 
comfort and support, while specially 
crafted full rubber outsoles provide 
welcome traction in all weather.  

MONZA
Full Rubber Sole 

Sueded Calfskin 
See our website for additional colors
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MONZA
Full Rubber Sole 
Sueded Calfskin in Brown, #36-101
Sueded Calfskin in Dark Brown, #36-101

MONZA 
Full Rubber Sole
Carli Calfskin #35-100 in Navy, Rust,  
Burgandy, and Black

Drivers Get a Sophisticated Touch of Croc 
Sueded Italian calfskin accented with lustrous crocodile trim creates a distinctive tone-
on-tone look that makes the Mona driver the shoe you’ll reach for again and again.    on-tone look that makes the Mona driver the shoe you’ll reach for again and again.    

MONZA
Full Rubber Sole 
Sueded Italian Calfskin with Crocodile Trim, 
#31-160 in Nicotine
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For individualists who aren’t a slave to overbearing 

logos and neon colors, Zelli Italia offers distinctive 

sneakers designed for all kinds of leisure pursuits. 

European styling stitched up in a comfortable mix 

of patterns and textures will make this your 

go-to collection for casual outings 

and relaxing at home.

SNEAKERS
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MILAN
Italian Calfskin/Suede in Dark Brown, #65-101

LUCA
Caiman Crocodile/ Italian Calfskin Leather in Cognac, #61-100 
See our website for additional colors

OLYMPIAS
Bertini Calfskin/Crocodile 
in White, #61-101
See our website for additional colors

ASTI
Burnished Bertini Calfskin with Perferations 
in Dark Brown, #65-105 
See our website for additional colors

We’re Never Casual 
About Comfort
While our sneakers feature a 
sporty silhouette that is modern 
without being trendy, they boast 
the same craftsmanship and 
uncommon comfort designed to 
be right in step with your lifestyle. 4140



ACCESSORIES
No one is quite like you. Your personal style is a 

unique mix of elements put together in a way that 

reflects your sartorial point of view. Zelli offers a 

handsome collection of luxurious accoutrements 

designed to enhance your signature style. 
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CROCODILE
35mm #71-155 in Black, Nicotine, and Cognac 

p. 52p. 52

NILE CROCODILE
35mm #72-701 in Black, Nicotine, and Cognac 
*all 3 colors also available in 32mm

TEJU LIZARD
35mm #74-350 in Black, Nicotine, and Cognac35mm #74-350 in Black, Nicotine, and Cognac

ALLIGATOR
35mm #70-100 in Denim, Black, Cognac, Bone, 
Grey, Nicotine, and Honey 
See our website for additional colors

The Nuance of 
Nile Crocodile
Because its skin is less bony than its 
American and Caiman relatives, Nile 
crocodile is softer and has smoother 
scales. Its luster and supple texture 
make it among the most luxurious 
exotic skins in the world. 
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OSTRICH QUILL
35mm #73-101 in Black, 

Cognac, and Brown

BI-FOLD WALLET
Crocodile 81-540 in Black, Cognac,

Nicotine, and Navy 

OSTRICH LEG
35mm #73-115 in Black and Brown 
See our website for additional colors

MONEY CLIP
Crocodile #81-530 in Black and Nicotine
*also available in Cognac

The Unexpected 
Side of Ostrich
In contrast to its distinctive quill-
patterned skin for which it’s widely 
known, leather from the ostrich leg 
features neat rectangles that feather 
into a small pattern—creating an elegant 
contrast of textures that is so appealing.   
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